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Online Marketing Workout
GET THE MOST DONE FOR THE LEAST 
AMOUNT OF EFFORT
At least that’s the way I prefer to do things.

As you read through this I’m hoping you’ll find you don’t have to do as much 
as you thought you would.

There’s a lot of work involved in marketing, but 
setting things up in the first place can be the 
hardest. And often a lot of the work is making 
mistakes and doing things that you find out later 
didn’t need to be done.

Follow the steps in this workout and you’ll avoid 
some unnecessary stuff and get the correct 
technical things in place from the outset - by technical things I mean the 
website and connected bits you need to work with.

Some businesses don’t use a website as their central online location. A 
number use Facebook ( FB ) and some operate primarily on Linked in.

My brother-in-law operates on-line from his business FB page - he places 
offers there and communicates with his customers. He still has a website 
though, because most people expect a legitimate business to have a 
website as well. But his website serves to direct people to his FB page.

This workout covers how to set up a website with what you need, as fast 
and easily as possible, so that running your campaigns will take the least 
effort you can get away with.

HOW TO USE THIS WORKOUT
You should have a copy of the Online Action Plan. By completing the first 
steps listed in it, you’ll have a good idea of what people in your market are 
interested in, their ages and education and what FB pages and websites 
you’re likely to find them on.
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If you haven’t done this yet or haven’t got a copy, you can pick one up from 
http://spellboundweb.com/online-marketing-debug.

The steps in this current workout cover setting up the things you need that 
will allow you to get in the last 2 points of the Online Action Plan ( flows and 
measuring things ).

It’s divided into ...

• Section 1 Marketing 101
• Section 2 Website Tech Specs
• Section 3 Offers
• Section 4 Tracking

Each section has a number of steps. You may not need to do each step, so 
check what it says at the start of each and omit any you don’t need.

WHAT TO EXPECT IN ONLINE MARKETING
Online marketing is a fast action. You drive traffic to a website page and 
need to see what’s happening right away. Then you can adjust the offer and 
improve results. 

It involves sending ads to landing pages and it can take testing 20 different 
ads and creating about 20 different sets of squeeze-pages and offers. You 
can know in 6 hours if a campaign's a winner or needs to be killed or 
modified.

But it’s not often I’ve had a campaign and sales funnel work perfectly from 
the start. Far more often they take tweaking and watching what visitors do 
and more tweaking after that.

So you need to create offer-pages and campaigns fast ( like each one in 1 or 
2 hours ) until the campaign works.

Lots of people get hung-up on how to set up the website, how to create the 
landing pages and how to track what’s happening and what’s working.
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WHAT TO DO IF YOU DON’T KNOW HOW TO 
SET UP LOTS OF PAGES TO TEST, REALLY 
FAST ?
It’s important to get a first marketing sequence working. Once you have 
something basic in place, then expanded and modifying it is far easier and 
setting up other sales funnels are far easier than setting up the first one.

In a nutshell, this is the easiest way to set up an online marketing sequence :

1 Set up a Wordpress website

This is really easy to do these days. If you have a different type of website set 
up already, Wordpress can often be added into a subdirectory, or you can 
have a separate second site ( lots of companies run multiple sites ).

There are lots of geeky website guys who can set up a Wordpress website 
for you ( covered in Step 4g ). If you want to do it yourself, there’s also a fast 
setup guide, right at the end of this workout.

2 Get Leadpages

http://www.leadpages.net works with Wordpress and allows non-technical 
people to very quickly set up pages for offers. The pages are already pre-
designed and tested and can be modified easily by uploading graphics and 
editing the text areas.

3 Run Facebook Ads

Facebook has powered ahead with their marketing tools and are an 
incredibly good place to start. Use the targeting I went over right at the 
beginning of this action plan.

Track all your ads. We keep logs of our marketing campaigns, each with a 
number. If you’re doing this right, you’re going to end up with a lot of them 
and need to know which worked and which didn’t.

There are other options for each of those steps, which are covered in later 
sections. But I recommend to always take the easiest options.
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The online marketers ( or any type of marketers or businesses ) who are 
killing it and outperforming their competition are doing a couple of basic 
things.

1ST THING
They’re providing a service or product above and beyond what is expected 
by the client or customer.

Example: a customer pays for an average car, but is then given one a few 
year younger, in better condition with a full tank of petrol, road service 
membership and a new GPS. This customer will remember where he got 
that car and probably go back there for the next one.

2ND THING
Good marketers test things. They NEVER base things on personal, arbitrary 
decisions. They measure the success of every Google or Facebook ad : they 
watch what pages on their website sell best and keep those and trash the 
losers.

Testing and finding out applies totally to the website that you create for your 
clients, customers and prospects. So Step 1 ...

 

Step 1
GET THIS MARKETING BASIC DONE ...
Step 1 is a stumbling block where most people don’t bother to do 
something very basic. It’s not that hard to do and can make difference.

A website is the platform that lets you make your offers available to people. It also 
gives your business credibility because one of the first things people do once 
they’ve found you, is to look you up. And if you’re in a business for the long haul 
they’re a good branding move because your logo is seen each time someone visits.

If the purpose of your website is to ...

increase business,
collect leads and 
build goodwill

Marketing 101
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then you should provide the website visitors with what they say they want.

This involves asking them !

Note: There are cases where the purpose of a website is only branding ( putting a logo and 
name out-there ) or where it’s only wanted as an online-business card, but even then, con-
necting well with prospects involves finding out what they think is cool.

There are several ways of doing this ...

The easiest way I’ve found is to use https://www.surveymonkey.com to put a 
survey online and then send an email to current clients. It can be similar to 
this …

If you want to brand the survey for your business, you can sign up for a 
month of their subscription which lets you add a logo & customize the 
theme. Cancel the subscription when you're done.

For a physical business, walk out onto the street in your area and ask people 
a few questions. After you’ve spoken to 30 or so people and kept notes on 
their answers you’ll have a good idea.

Here’s a survey that you can modify.

(1) What is one, single thing that we could do to help you most ?
(2) On a website how important are each of these things to you ?

Recent news
Offers & specials
The graphic look of the website
Information about the services and organisation
Images of the jobs and locations
Pictures of the clients
Testimonials

(3) What information or services would help YOU on our website ?
(4) Do you like to contact us ...

from the website
over the phone

Subject: Free Bottle of Wine ( or chocolate etc )
Message: Can you help us by completing a short survey here …
SURVEY LINK
You will go in the draw for a bottle of Hunter Valley Rothmans 
Chardonnay !

Marketing 101
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by email
in person

(5) What colours best represent a good your-service-type ? ( eg a 
good rope access company )

Blue
Green
Red
Orange
Purple
Brown
Yellow
White
Black

(6) Which of these shapes suggest a quality your-service-type ?

Squares
Rectangles
Circles
Curved Shapes
Triangles

(7) Should our website look ...

Up-to-date / modern
Conservative & businesslike
Old fashioned
Artistic and colourful
Clean lines and lots of space
Busy with lots of info

(8) What pictures & images best represent a good rope access 
company ?

(9) Do you use Google to search for things ?
(10) What would you type when searching for a rope access 

company ?
(11) Do you search on you smart-phone ( iPhone or Galaxy ) much ?
(12) Is there anything else you'd like to say ?

There’s a write-up on how to conduct and tabulate a physical survey below.

Marketing 101
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HOW TO SURVEY

HOW TO CONDUCT THE SURVEY
All that’s needed for most surveys is a clipboard, plenty of blank paper on it 
and some pens. The survey-question pages are written out or typed on 
some other sheets of paper that are clipped on top of the pad. These can be 
flipped back to take notes.

Walk up to a person and introduce yourself. Let them know why the 
survey is being done and answer any questions.
Ask them the first question from the top survey-question page. Flip 
back the page to the 1st blank page to note down their answer.

Make sure to . .

Start a new page for each new person.
Number the answers corresponding to the question number being 
asked.

You don’t need to write down every word if someone gives a long answer - 
just the main points.

Remember to thank the person when you are done !

HOW TO TABULATE THE ANSWERS
“Tabulate” means to put fact or statistics in tables or columns, or arrange the 
data you’ve got so that it makes sense and is useful.

Count all the surveys.
Work out categories of answers.
Often the categories are simple, like a choice between red, blue or 
green and these would be the categories.
But sometimes where an opinion is asked for, you’ll need to list the 
answers briefly as you read them and create suitable categories.

TABULATE THE ANSWERS
Take each person’s survey answers, and for each question they 
answered, put a mark next to the appropriate category. Eg: a 
person answers “blue” to question (1) - but a mark next to that 
category for that question
Usually marks are grouped in sets of 5, with 4 vertical strokes and 
the 5th one going across them.

Marketing 101
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After all the answers for each question and each person are 
tabulated, count up the number for each each category for each 
question.
For each question, work out the percentage for each category of 
answer.

Step 2
ASK ABOUT BEST PRACTICES
It’s stacks easier when you can use what’s working well for other people as a 
starting point.

Things that work well for other people usually become best practices. When 
you can find out what they are, they can save you doing a lot of testing that’s 
already been done. So ...

Follow best-practices, based on statistics collected by and tests 
made by marketers.

Because online marketing is what we do, we buy a lot of test results 
and data about best practices, then we test as much of it ourselves as 
we can.
I’m providing info on a lot of best practices in this action plan ( the first 
one was Step 1 above ).
But also, if you have a mate or know someone who’s got a similar 
business, ask what’s working for them.

Rapidly test website pages yourself and update them when you find 
out which bits people are reading, or not reading. This is covered in 
Steps 9 - 11.

Marketing 101
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Step 3
CHOOSE A GOOD WEBSITE PLATFORM
Websites are publishing platforms. To get things done fast with the least 
amount of effort ( which I’m highly in favour of ) you need something that will 
let you create professional looking pages without a lengthy learning curve.

Just about any stock-standard CMS*** can be used to put content onto the 
web. It’s most easily done with Wordpress.

*** A CMS, or Content Management System is a program that allows you to log in to a web-
site and manage and update it’s pages. The biggest names are Joomla, Wordpress and 
Drupal. These are all open-source. That means that you’re free to customize whatever you 
want with the code, and they cost nothing.

Over the last 3 years, I’ve moved our own marketing clients onto Wordpress. 
It started out as a blogging application, but has been pushed and pushed by 
developers - many of them marketing-oriented developers, and currently 
Wordpress & it’s 3rd party plug-ins are way in front of anything else out there 
for ease-of-use, fast testing and WAY less effort.

So technically, the ideal scene and best practice for a marketing website is :

a Wordpress site set up as described in Step 4c,
running on a cPanel web-hosting control panel ( see Step 4b ),
on a virtual private server ( VPS - covered in Step 4a ) for better 
speed. Sometimes shared servers are good enough.

OTHER WEBSITE SYSTEMS
Wordpress isn’t suitable in all cases. These would be some ...

(1) Large e-commerce websites that sell lots of products. There are some 
shopping carts that extend Wordpress, but for a serious retailer they don’t 
do enough. I believe the best solution at present is Big Commerce - 
http://www.bigcommerce.com. They are an Australian company. I’ve also 
read that Shopify is very good too - http://www.shopify.com.au

(2) Websites for an organisation where many people will be contributing 
website content and you need tight control of user permissions, access 
ad publishing.
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(3) And similar to #2, websites where you need a large amount of flexibility to 
publish content quickly in different positions of website pages on different 
pages.

Cases 2 & 3 are handled really well by Joomla - http://www.joomla.org

(4) Where there’s a big investment in a website that runs on software 
solutions not suitable for Wordpress.

This is where we get to some very geeky, technical stuff. Wordpress 
websites run on LAMP. This is a software bundle composed of ...

Linux : which is the website host server’s operating system - like an 
iMac uses OSX and a PC uses windows.
Apache : which is the software that serves out the website pages 
into the internet and down to your computer or iPad etc.
MySQL : which is the database used by Wordpress.
PHP : which is the server-side programing language that Wordpress 
files are written in.

Some websites use different hosting environments and software like 
Microsoft’s ASP.NET.

So there are trade-offs.

But where possible, use Wordpress. It’s currently the best platform for 
marketing. If you intend using search results as a source of traffic, it’s also 
the easiest platform to get all the website on-page factors correct.

In SEO ( Search Engine Optimization ) on-page factors are the aspects of the website itself 
that contribute to it appearing high in search results. Off-page factors are external things, 
like social media mentions and links that click back to the site from other websites.

In cases where the CMS doesn’t allow rapid testing of offers it’s quite 
possible to create a second website using Wordpress under it’s own domain 
name, or to run the Wordpress site as a subfolder of the existing website.

ie : www.website-domain.com/wordpress-site

Step 4
SET UP THE PLATFORM CORRECTLY
This is a technical bit and you may not need to do each part. If you do need 
to, but it’s not an area you want to get bogged down in, there are heaps of 
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techie geeks around who have these routines down cold. There are lots of 
freelancers at ...

Elance - https://www.elance.com
Freelancer - http://www.freelancer.com
Guru - http://www.guru.com

I prefer Elance for one-off or occasional jobs. At the end of this section I’ll 
cover the best ways to get help from those services.

For a long-term employee, I find that oDesk is best - https://
www.odesk.com.

 Step 4g covers how to write specifications for outsourcers.

4A) SERVERS
These are the computers that are connected to the internet and serve your 
website pages out to people’s computers and phones etc.

They can be ...

shared servers, where customers share the programs and 
resources that make the websites work,
or virtual private servers ( VPSes ) where your account has it’s own 
copies of programs only for your websites.
Or they can be dedicated and you can have the hardware assigned 
exclusively for your use.

We started out with shared hosting and for many websites it’s fine. We 
moved to a VPS because it’s significantly faster ( because you’re not sharing 
stuff ).

Speed influences how long people have to wait around for pages to 
download. It’s also a factor when Google ranks websites in search results, if 
that’s something you need.

There are trade-offs with everything, but the best shared hosting we’ve 
found in Australia is Jumba ( http://jumba.com.au ). Their support’s very 
good and prices are fair. They also trade as http://www.uber.com.au

Unless you have your own technical personnel to handle things for you, the 
best VPS we’ve found and that we use ourselves is provided by Bluehost 
( http://www.bluehost.com/vps ).
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There are Australian companies that now provide VPS hosting and I’d prefer 
to use an Aussie company, except that they can’t compete for ease of use 
and service yet.  

Two are ...

Server Mule - http://www.servermule.com.au/vps-hosting/cpanel/
Mammoth - http://www.mammoth.net.au

I had a good  play with Server Mule last year, and tried setting things up, but 
it was way too hard. I handled it with Bluehost in a day + a couple of support 
sessions to help with domain transfers.

If you can afford to spend a bit more, get Bluehost to set you up with their 
standard VPS hosting at $30 per month - http://www.bluehost.com/vps - 
and with a cPanel website control panel.

4B) HOSTING CONTROL PANELS
These are the interfaces that you can log into to manage the files and 
databases that make websites work. The easiest one we’ve found is cPanel 
( this is a brand name ).

If you’re getting a VPS, then you’ll also probably get WHM ( web host 
manager ) which allows you to set up and manage separate accounts for a 
number of websites.

These are the cPanel guys - http://cpanel.net. Unless you’re a really hands-on person you 
don’t need to find out too much about it. It get’s installed for you by most hosts and you can 
always find someone to help out with it.

Wordpress
Note: For a very fast & basic Wordpress website setup that you can do 
yourself, see the very last section of this action plan.

4C) WORDPRESS CONFIGURATION
(1) Install the current version of Wordpress, which you get from http://
wordpress.org ( not from wordpress.com ).

(2) When setting up the database use a custom table-prefix, like do4i_ rather 
than the default wp_.  This is a safeguard against database injection by 
spammers.
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(3) Install the following plugins ...

Akismet
All-In-One-SEO Pack
Broken Link Checker
Contact Form 7
Facebook Comments by Fat Panda
Google Analyticator
Google XML Sitemaps
LeadPages connector ( if you’re using Leadpages covered in 
Step 7 )
P3 ( Plugin Performance Profiler )
SEO Friendly Images
SI CAPTCHA Anto-Spam
W3 Total Cache
Wordpress Database Backup

(4) In the left-hand column, go to Settings and add these services to the 
Update Services box ...

http://blogsearch.google.com/ping/RPC2
http://api.moreover.com/RPC2
http://api.my.yahoo.com/RPC2
http://rpc.technorati.com/rpc/ping
http://rpc.twingly.com/
http://rpc.weblogs.com/RPC2
http://www.blogdigger.com/RPC2
http://www.bloglines.com/ping 
http://ping.feedburner.com/
http://rpc.icerocket.com:10080/
http://www.octora.com/add_rss.php
http://ping.syndic8.com/xmlrpc.php
http://www.wasalive.com/ping/
http://ping.weblogalot.com/rpc.php

4D) PLUGINS AND SITE SPEED AND CPU
A CPU is the central processing unit - in this case belonging to the host computer that runs 
the website.
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Each plugin takes up some of the hosting CPU’s time and resources ( this is 
the computer on the net that serves out the website ). I find it’s best to keep 
the number of installed and active plugins as low as possible.

A marketing website tends to accumulate a lot of plugins though, and 
Wordpress is already a fairly CPU-intensive application, so it’s something you 
need to manage in an ongoing fashion. A VPS will handle a Wordpress site 
with lots of plugins better than shared hosting.

Also use the P3 ( Plugin Performance Profiler ) plugin to see what’s chewing 
up CPU time. You can turn this plugin on when you do the check, then de-
activate it when it’s not needed for investigation.

4E) PERMALINKS
These are the permanent name of a page on a website ... www.website-
name/permalink-name

It’s VERY best-practice for them to be human readable and meaningful. The 
way to do this in Wordpress is ...

Log into the administration of the Website.
In the left-hand column go to Setting > Permalinks.
Choose Custom Structure.
Paste /%post_id%/%postname%/ into the blank field.
Click Save Changes.

4F) MOVING A WEBSITE OVER TO 
WORDPRESS
When an existing website is being moved over to Wordpress, these things 
should be done to preserve visibility in the search results -

Preserve current permalinks and page URLs. If there are current 
website pages with good rankings in search engines, their website 
addresses need to be kept the same ie: http://website.com/page-
name.html is a URL.
Use a Canonical URL: Canonical means to reduce to the most 
simple form. website.com and www.website.com are seen as 
different URLs by search engines. It helps with ranking to have 
website pages alway resolve to either the version with www, or the 
one without.
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Set up the replacement site in a sub-folder, or in a separate hosting 
account.  When it’s complete make it live by re-directing the domain 
name.

4G) HOW TO GET HELP AT OUTSOURCING 
WEBSITES
I subcontract to people on outsourcing websites a lot.

All the freelancers have reviews and star ratings. They don’t get any work if 
they stuff up, because one bad review and no-one hires them.

Most of the outsourcing sites work on an escrow system. This is where after 
the freelancer and you accept the terms, you deposit the agreed upon 
amount of money with the outsourcing service.

Then when the job’s completed, you release it to the freelancer.

ODESK
oDesk is slightly different. You can hire an employee and set up automatic 
payments to them each week, which are deducted from your bank account. 
The service provides a small program which installs on the employees 
computer and allows them to log into work and out of work. This tracks the 
time they work for you.

The program also takes screen-shots of their computer so that you can see 
how they’re going and debug things that get stuck.

So do this ...

Post your job description.
A lot are of the freelancers aren’t first-language English, so make 
your job request detailed and specific. The freelancers with good 
ratings are very skilled and professional for the most part, but 
there’s scope for them to mis-understand due to the language 
barrier.
After you get some offers, choose 3 of the best and have a chat 
with them to see if their communication is ok.
Then make the final choice and award them the job.

Here’s an example of a job I posted recently on Elance ...
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The website is http://plantsdirect2u.com.au

GST isn't being displayed as part of the total price when some product options 
are selected.

(1) Before any product options are chosen it shows the lowest price, including 
GST.
(2) But once you select a variation it shows the price ex GST but still says next to 
it including GST.
(3) Then you add it to the cart and it shows the price including GST.

It seems to happen on products with multiple variations. ie: size and colour like 
on - 
http://plantsdirect2u.com.au/products/UrbanLITE-Elliot-Trough.html
http://plantsdirect2u.com.au/products/Grandelight-Short-Round-Planter.html

Also on some one variation products like -
http://plantsdirect2u.com.au/products/Grandelight-Square-Planter.html

But others are OK, like where radio buttons are used for the bullets -
http://plantsdirect2u.com.au/products/Atlantis-Egg-Shape-Planter.html

When the site was built, some template snippets were customized to display 
prices including the GST ( because the client decided to include GST after he 
had entered all his products without the GST ).

So it looks like there are some template snippets that still need updating.

I need the template snippets & Panels corrected so that GST is displayed as part 
of the price
- for any product variation selection
- and on the checkout and any other pages that display pricing

regards,

Rob.

YOUR JOB DESCRIPTION
If you’re getting a Wordpress website set up from scratch and will be 
outsourcing most of what’s been covered so far, I recommend this :

(1) Find out what the website should look like and be like per Step 1 & Step 
2 above.

(2) Visit the theme websites listed in the next Step 5 and find one that you 
think could be customised to the right look and do what you want.

(3) Register a domain name in your name.

(4) Get website hosting in your own name.

(5) Write a job description, letting them know what Wordpress theme you’d 
like customised and basically what you want done to it. Include Steps 4c 
and 4e in the description.
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(6) Choose an outsourcer and provide them with access to the domain and 
the website hosting.

Step 5
CREATE THE GRAPHIC LOOK & LAYOUT
Watching how LOTS of people view a website with cursor-tracking apps 
( heatmaps and user-sessions are covered in Step 10 ) show this ... they 
start looking top-left, scan across to the right and then down the right 
column.

In the image below, the big arrows show the eye-trail for Western-language 
people.

This is a website that we set up for one of our clients. Since then they’ve had 
a steady stream of contact email addresses from people who download their 
prospectus.
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So a main offer should be a feature of the header. A horizontal opt-in just 
below the header breaks the eye movement down the page, or an opt-in 
top-right on the eye trail can be tested. The opt-in can be to get a phone 
number or an email address. A single field does best, as asking for more 
data from new-comers decreases the number of people who will submit the 
form ( this is usually called the conversion rate ).

Templates should be chosen or created to allow this format as much as 
possible and provide these things ...

A right column for widgets, that will allow forms and graphic offer to 
be easily and quickly set up and tested.
If possible, a front page that can be switched easily between the 2 
column with widgets, and a single full-width column if needed.
It needs to be easy for the website owner to change the main 
marketing banner-area by using a banner-component or something 
similar.
A horizontal opt-in form beneath the main header.
A narrow main header / logo area. Per tests I’ve seen these are 
working better.
Make use of the dynamic menu menu provided by WordPress 3.0
Links at the bottom for a Privacy Policy page, Contact and Terms & 
Conditions.  Google is pushing transparency very hard, and these 
things are influencing ranking decisions made by them more and 
more.
For business targeting local customers, there should be a page 
containing a Google map of their target area.
The website should be mobile-friendly so that it’s easy to read and 
navigate by mobile surfers. This can either be done by displaying 
the content in a separate template for each device - iPad, phone, 
tablet  and desktop or by using a responsive theme that detects the 
device the website’s being displayed on and adjusts.

These are the best practices for the main website.

When you start sending traffic to a website from paid sources like Facebook 
or Google, it’s much better to send people to specific landing pages on the 
website. These pages should cover the one offer being promoted in the ad. 
Solutions for creating specific landing pages are covered in Step 7.
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SELECT A TEMPLATE
Templates and themes provide the graphic and layout control for CMSes. 
They’re largely independent of the content of the website. Website content is 
the text and images that go on the pages, which is managed by the CMS. 
There are lots of online groups that create cutting-edge templates and 
themes for the most common CMSes.

The fastest way to set up a website is to install Wordpress, then install a 
theme from one of these guys ...

Gavick Pro - http://www.gavick.com/wordpress-themes.html
Rocket Theme -
http://www.rockettheme.com/wordpress/themes
Theme Forest http://themeforest.net

I’ve found Gavick templates to be the best. They’re responsive for desktops, 
iPads and mobiles and they also include the main social sharing buttons - 
Facebook Like, Facebook Share, Google+ and Pinterest.

We keep a yearly subscription so that we’ve got access to all of the themes 
and can update to the latest cutting-edge stuff whenever we like.

The only drawback to Gavick’s themes is that fine-tuning them can be tricky 
if you don’t have a developer or techie background. If that’s the case then 
you can either get some help from outsourcers or try a Rocket Theme or 
theme from Theme Forest.

Step 6
SEO STUFF
SEO stands for Search Engine Optimization, which is the process of getting 
a website to rank highly in the main body of search engine results, usually 
called Organic results.

As well, mid-2010 Google introduced Places pages ( now Google My 
Business pages ) by going through the Yellow pages and giving every 
business they could find a page on their computers ( Yahoo/Bing have 
copied to an extent ). These pages are used to rank businesses for Local 
search results.
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PAGE CONTENT
Google is the top search engine because it provides such incredible search 
results. It does it by aiming to be 100% relevant and locating relevant pages 
that match a search query. So there should be a page for each of the major 
phrases or subjects that a website is to be ranked for.

Sometimes the home page makes it into results as a result of other pages 
that cover the phrase, and sometimes the exact page makes it ( in large sites 
like Wikipedia for example this is more often the case ).

For the most part each page should have the search phrase or part 
of it as the page address ( or permalink ).
The page itself in most cases needs a good quantity of text about 
the subject without over-using the phrase it’s targeting - just keep it 
natural. Page content of the pages that you’d like to do well in 
search results needs to be totally unique
A gradual increase in the number of pages is a ranking factor. It 
shows that the site is still current and allows internal linking between 
pages, which is an indicator of a more quality site. Sites like 
Wikipedia have great internal linking which contributes in boosting 
their pages up in search results.

The All in One SEO Pack plugin makes it easy to set underlying page things 
like keywords and page descriptions. Again, don’t overdo it on the search-
phrase keywords.

Put a good marketing call-to-action or branding statement in the page 
descriptions. These description appear in search results by default for the 
most part.

PAGES, POSTS AND CATEGORIES
Wordpress divides content into Pages and Posts. Pages are best for 
content that’s going to remain fairly unchanging - a page for each main 
product or service, one for contact details etc.

Posts are time-ordered content.

It currently works well to create categories of posts for each of the main 
subjects you’d like to appear for in search results. Each of these subjects 
should also have it’s own page.
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Then each post in a particular category should contain a reference, including 
a link, to the main page about that subject.
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Step 7
BRAINSTORM A MAIN OFFER
It’s usual for most of the people visiting a website to be new people - 
because a business needs a flow of new customers to survive.

It’s not often that you’ll sell anything to a new person, but if you make a good 
offer it’s not that hard to get a contact email address ( or Facebook ID or 
phone number ). Then you can build up a relationship with the people who 
opt-in.

Take one thing that you’ve found your prospective clients or customers want. 

Then you can test some other offers afterwards.

The first 7 years of our website development business, the opt-in that 
consistently outperformed all others was Download our price list.

Run the main offer prominently on the home page of the website and repeat 
it in the right sidebar as described in Step 5.

You’ve probably got a good idea of what your customers like from the 
research you did when you followed the earlier Online Action Plan.

Here are some other places you can look to get ideas ...

EBAY
A good place to start if you’re selling physical stuff is eBay. A first indication 
of how popular something is, is how many times it’s listed in the results. For 
example radios has 98,463 results.

But for what we’re doing it’s more useful to see the most watched products 
or products with most bids. http://www.watchcount.com is a good tool. For 
us Australians, select eBay.com.au from the top-right.

Let’s see what’s most watched in Electronics ... it’s an iPod screen 
replacement kit ...  iPod Touch 4 4th Gen 4G LCD Screen Replacement 
Digitizer Glass Assembly + Tools! ... which looks like a great product to 
promote.

NOTE : it’s not that expensive an item, so you could possibly sell it cheap, just to get the 
customer. Then of course when you have the customer and their contact details you can sell 
more, which is where most money is made.
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If you’re providing a service or an information product then the next 2 places 
are good ...

BOOKS FOR DUMMIES
Choose a topic, then scroll down to find the bestselling titles and most 
popular.

So let’s say you run a gym and you want to get more people to hand you 
their email address. It would be good to know what the #1 thing is that 
they’re interested in.

So we go to www.dummies.com and choose the Health and Fitness Topic 
and drill down to Fitness and look at the most popular list, top of which is 
Determining Your Body Type.

If it makes it to the top of the Most Popular list, there are probably a lot of 
people interested in that, so how about putting a set of questions about 
determining your body type on the website and then asking people to leave 
their email address to get their results ?

The 2nd most popular thing is exercising with a fitness ball - so running and 
promoting a class to do just that may be a good move.

You can also get a full list of topics at the top-left : it pops-up as a button 
once you start browsing ( the direct link is www.dummies.com/how-to.html ).

EHOW
People go to eHow to find out how to get things done, and it’s got articles 
and videos divided into different categories. You can’t search for most 
popular here, but it does give you and idea of what people are interested in. 
The top result for a roofing search is How to figure Roofing Costs.

http://www.ehow.com/search.html?s=roofing&skin=corporate&t=all

And if you search via the categories, there are often Other people are reading 
links which are further indications of what people are interested in.

AMAZON
You need to go to the main Amazon website if you want to investigate a full 
range of products. The Australian site only has Kindle books and Android 
Apps at present. The link to the best sellers page is http://
www.amazon.com/Best-Sellers/zgbs

Amazon provides tabs for Best Sellers, Movers & Shakers, Top Rated and 
Most Wished For, which are all great indicators of what people are interested 
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in and likely to buy from you or swap an email address for ( to build your 
database ).

The tabs are only available from the top Any Department page, so after 
drilling down on a category you need to navigate back to get them again.

When I wrote this, the #2 product in Sports and Outdoors : Movers and 
Shakers, up 3,713% !!! was a Natural Fitness Pro Burst Resistant Exercise 
Ball.

SURVEY
Survey existing customers or clients. A couple of ways to run a survey were 
covered earlier in Step 1 and is pretty much the same.

First find out if the person you’re talking to would be a suitable prospect for 
your business and get an idea of what they think would be valuable. Then 
ask them where they live or work and what they look at - websites, 
Facebook, do they use iPhones or iPads etc.

Here’s a survey for a chiropractor that can be used as a template -

(1) Do you get back pains ?
(2) What’s the worst thing about a bad back ?
(3) Have you tried a chiropractor ? ( + the reason why )
(4) If you went to a chiropractor for help, what would be -

really great ?
good ?
not wanted ?
awful ?

(5) If there were ONE important thing about seeing a chiropractor, what would 
that be ?
(8) Do you live or work close to [ your business address ] ?
(7) Do you search on Google ?
(10) What words would you use for a Google search if you needed help with 

back pain ?
(11) Are you on Facebook ? LinkedIn ? Any other social media ?
(12) Do you use a mobile phone for the internet & Facebook ?
(13) An iPad or Tablet ?

GET THEIR EMAIL ADDRESS ...
An important point. At the end of the survey you might as well ask them for 
their email address. Increase you list of prospects at every opportunity.

Make them an offer to go into a draw for something or other. This builds up 
your database of people that you can follow up on.

Say “If you want to go into the draw for a free ___ then leave me your 
email address so we can notify you.”
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Step 8
SET UP A LANDING PAGE

RUNNING LOTS OF OFFERS & LANDING PAGES
Successful online marketing involves testing LOTS of ads and creating and 
testing LOTS of different landing pages and offers. You can know in 6 hours 
if a promotional campaign's a winner or needs to be killed or modified. So 
you often create offer-pages and campaigns fast ( like one every 1 or 2 hours 
in some cases ) until the campaign works.

When you use Wordpress, there are already 3 great solutions available that 
allow really fast and professional landing page creation.

These are all good ...

Leadpages - https://www.leadpages.net/products/
Optimizepress - http://www.optimizepress.com
Salespress Pro - http://www.salespresspro.com

To start off, Leadpages is the easiest by far. It’s pages are hosted on the 
providrs server with an easy to use interface. A plugin allows you to add 
them to your Wordpress website and have them appear under your own 
domain name.

Applications like Leadpages, hosted on the provider’s server are called SaaS for Software as  
a Service and are usually subscription-based.

Optimizepress installs on Wordpress as either a them that you can 
customise or a plugin that allows you to keep your current them, but add 
individual landing pages. Salespress Pro at present is a theme only.

There’s a much steeper learning curve for these 2, so if you’re not a geek, 
start off with Leadpages or one of the next 2 SaaS solutions ( which are a bit 
more expesive though ).

OTHER LANDING PAGE SOLUTIONS
We use Leadpages and Optimizepress. But there are also a couple of other 
really good SaaS products let you quickly deploy landing pages.

They are ...

Unbounce - http://unbounce.com
Megaphone - https://www.megaphoneapp.com
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I have seen plugins that will let you deploy Unbounce pages to your domain 
using Wordpress as the website. But for the most part both these services 
will require that you direct your domain directly to their server.

This means that if you have an exisiting website, the pages couldn’t run 
under it’s domain name. You’d need to have an additional one.

EMAIL MARKETING
Email marketing is a major part of constructing a full online marketing 
sequence. I’ll need to write a whole separate plan for this ( and also for the 
advanced tracking that I can’t fit into Step 9, coming up next ).

In a nutshell, the easiest way to start off collecting email addresses in 
exchange for something is to put an opt-in field at the bottom of an offer with 
the Contact Form 7 Wordpress plugin.

Redirecting people to a page with after they opt in isn’t intuitive though. You 
need to paste the following snippet of code in the form’s Additional Settings 
box. This box is right at the bottom of all the form details when you’re setting 
it up.

on_sent_ok: "document.location='http://website.com/page-name;"

Of course, soon after you start to build a flow of people providing you with 
their email addresses, you’ll want to stay in touch with them and manage 
email campaigns.

An easy start is with Mailchimp’s free account, which is free for up to 2000 
subscribers. It’s fine for basic campaigns, and their forms are easy enough to 
add to your offer pages, especially if you’re using Leadpages.

We use GetResponse ( http://www.getresponse.com ) which is about the 
same cost as a paid Mailchimp account but has some great tracking 
features and better email list and auto-responder handling than most other 
subscription email services we’ve tried.

Most services have trial periods, or free levels of subscription. If you’d like to 
try and evaluate others, here’s a short list ...

Constant Contact - http://www.constantcontact.com
iContact - http://www.icontact.com/
Vertical Response - http://www.verticalresponse.com/
Send Pepper - http://www.sendpepper.com/
Aweber - http://www.aweber.com/
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Step 9
You need to know what’s going on with any marketing you do and you 
improve your pages and offers when you don’t know what people are doing, 
reading and clicking on.

WHAT’S WORKING ? WHAT’S IT COSTING 
YOU ?
It's important to keep track of how much you're spending to promote, and 
there's a spreadsheet that we use for this ( which you can download here ).

Do you keep track of what's working and how much it's costing you ?

We use a spreadsheet that looks like this ...

A quick glossary ...

A Self Liquidating Offer or “Tripwire”
A very low-cost product or service that converts the prospect into a 
customer. We use a $7 Local consultation and a $2.85 Kindle book on 
Amazon.

Core Offer
This is your main product or service.

Up-sell
Something that enhances the value of your main product or service.

MEASURING THE RESULTS
This is how you do it :
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Create a spreadsheet ( or use ours )that has a line for each form of 
advertising. Type the profit you make on each item in a corner of the 
spreadsheet.
Add a column that multiplies the item-values with how many of each 
you get for the week.
Every time you get a contact or sell an item, add a 1 in the right 
spot.
Probably the easiest way to find out which promotion-source got 
you the contact is to remember to ask people. Also note-down their 
names, so that if they buy something later it gets entered for the 
correct promotion-source.
If sales are on-line, it can be a bit more automated. We use 
www.visualwebsiteoptimiser.com which tells you if people make it to 
the thank-you page after a sale and from what traffic-source they 
came from.
For a lot of businesses, where people phone in ( as happens a lot 
from Google's Local ABC map search-results ) or sales happen by 
invoice, you've just to ask them.

LIFETIME VALUES
You can ( and should ) look at the lifetime value of a customer as well. If you 
have an idea of this, that's worth adding into the spreadsheet too.

It makes sense to continue promotional actions that are getting you sales 
and to cut back on those that aren't ( except for testing ).

Step 10
GOOGLE ANALYTICS
You need to know how people arrive at your website, what they do and where you 
lose them.

There are A LOT of analytics programs available, and I’ve used several, but none yet 
have anything on Google Analytics - and it’s free.

If you don’t yet have a Google account, you’ll need to create one first here ...
https://accounts.google.com/SignUp
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Then create an Analytics account ...
http://www.google.com/analytics/

Follow the steps that Google direct you through and when you complete them you’ll 
be given a tracking ID that looks like this ... UA-2615900-4

It needs to go on each page of your website, which isn’t too hard with Wordpress.

If you have a Gavick Wordpress theme, you can past it in the 
Features section of the theme configuration ( it’s similar for Gavick 
Joomla themes ).
Other themes usually have a spot.
Or you can use the Google Analyticator plugin listed in Step 4.
You can also add it directly into the head section of a Wordpress 
site by going to   Appearance > Editor. open up the header.php file 
and add the block of code that Google also provide. It looks like 
this ...

<script type="text/javascript">
var _gaq = _gaq || [];
_gaq.push(['_setAccount', 'UA-2615900-4']);
_gaq.push(['_trackPageview']);
(function() {
var ga = document.createElement('script'); ga.type = 'text/javascript'; ga.async = true;
ga.src = ('https:' == document.location.protocol ? 'https://ssl' : 'http://www') + 
'.google-analytics.com/ga.js';
var s = document.getElementsByTagName('script')[0]; s.parentNode.insertBefore(ga, s);
})();
</script>

2 LAST THINGS ...
Thing 1 I don’t want you to be stuck on any point. I’m a real person, so if 
you have a question then email me at contact@spellboundweb.com.

Thing 2 Please send me advice for updating this action plan. I want to 
make sure this is as helpful as possible without skimping on needed details 
or confusing people with too much !

OK, get the steps above in place and you’re set up to run heaps of 
marketing campaigns to your website.

regards,
Rob.
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Need more help ?

How to NOT have a dead website.

How to know what’s happening and control your 
online business.

How to increase success.

How to stop it dragging out.

Then get started on this course ...

www.marketing102.com
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A Fast Wordpress Setup
This is a fast setup using a specific ( free ) Wordpress theme.

GET HOSTING AND A DOMAIN NAME
Note 1: You can have many websites ! If you already have a website, you 
can set up this funnel in addition.

Note 2: You can register a domain name ( www.your-website.com ) and buy 
hosting for the website ( a place for the website to exist ) separately, and this 
can often be more convenient. But for a fast funnel setup, do this ...

Decide on a domain name for your website. It should be something 
that makes sense for your product or the particular offer you’re 
going to make ( you can have several websites ).
Get the domain name and the hosting in one move. We use either 
Jumba, an Australian service or Bluehost who are based in Utah, 
USA. All trade-offs considered, we’ve found that these companies 
provide the most reliable, easiest and cost-effective services. They 
both allow you to manage the website files with a cPanel control 
panel which is by far the easiest to use ( cPanel is the brand name ).
http://www.jumba.com.au/hosting/starter
http://www.bluehost.com/shared ( starter hosting )

Both these packages are fine to start off with and if you ask the hosts to 
upgrade you to faster hosting later on, they’ll move your website files for you.

After you’ve signed up, you’ll be sent emails with access 
information. File all of them for later, either in a folder on your 
computer or print them off and physically store them.

One of the emails that the hosting company will have sent you will include 
access information for the hosting control panel. It will have some access 
details something like this ...

and take you to a login page like this ...
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and take you to a login page like this ...

INSTALL WORDPRESS
Log into cPanel.
If you’re with Jumba click on Fantastico.

Select Wordpress and click New Installation and follow the 
instructions.
If you’re with Bluehost, open the Website builders panel.
Click the Wordpress icon ( picture over the page ) and follow the 
instructions from there on.
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Nearly all cPanels have a similar service.

Log out of cPanel.

After you’ve installed Wordpress, you’ll get an email that has a link to the 
admin area and the username and password that you chose.

CONFIGURE WORDPRESS
Log into your Wordpress site. It will probably be www.your-domain-
name.com/wp-admin/
In the left-hand column, go to Settings > Permalinks [ Permalinks 
are the page-identifying words that follow the domain name - 
www.your-domain.com/permalink-here/. We want the page 
addresses to be meaningful, like www.domain-name/privacy-policy/ 
rather than www.domain-name/?p=1 ].
Select Custom Structure, type or paste in /%post_id%/
%postname%/ and click the blue Save Changes button.
Go to Settings > Discussion and turn off the comments that appear 
by default at the bottom of pages. Uncheck Allow people to post 
comments on new articles and check Users must be registered 
and logged in to comment.
Click the Save Changes button.

ADD PAGES
In the left-hand column, click Pages. We need to create 4 new 
ones.
Click Add New and enter “Home Page” as the title, or something 
relevant to the product.
Click the blue Publish button on the right.
Use Add New to create a page called Privacy Policy and one for 
Terms and Conditions. Both of these are required by advertising 
networks like Google and Facebook.
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Create a Thank you page that people will be sent to once they 
leave you their email address.
In the left-hand column, go to Appearance > Themes.
Select and activate the Twenty-Thirteen theme.

CREATE MENUS
Go to Appearance > Menus.
Click create a new menu to create one called Main Menu.
Create a Footer menu and add the Privacy Policy and Terms and 
Conditions to it.

ADJUST THE APPEARANCE
Go to Appearance >Themes.
Click Activate for the Twenty-Thirteen theme.
Go to Appearance > Customize.
Adjust the title, tagline & colours as wanted.
 Update the header image. If you don’t want to use one of the 
default headers you can create your own. Go to a free stock image 
website like http://pixabay.com/, http://www.rgbstock.com/ or
http://www.freeimages.com/ or buy an image from Shutterstock - 
http://www.shutterstock.com.

•Edit it using this great online image editor http://apps.pixlr.com/editor/ 
and download it to your computer.

•The header images that ship with the Twenty-Thirteen theme are 
3200pixels wide by 460 high, but you only need one that’s the width of 
the website, which is 1600 pixels wide.

•Upload the header into the Media Library by clicking Upload new 
picture.
In Navigation, select the Main menu you created earlier.
In Widgets, delete all the widgets in the Main Widget Area ( use the 
right down arrow to open things up ).
Click Add a Widget and select Custom Menu.
Select the Footer menu.
Use the top left arrow to return to the main sidebar.
Select the Home Page you created for a Static Front Page.
Click Save and Publish.
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ADJUST THE PAGE WIDTH
The pages of this theme are pretty narrow. If you want them wider then do 
the following ( this isn’t best practice, but it will do for a fast funnel set-up ).

Go to Appearance > Editor.
At the bottom of the right column, click Stylesheet (style.css).
Scroll right to the bottom of the stylesheet.
Paste in this line ... entry-header, .entry-content, .entry-
summary, .entry-meta { max-width: 800px; }
Set the max-width to what you like ( measured in pixels ). It will 
override the width that’s set higher up in the stylesheet.
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